Abstract-With respect to different confidence on evaluation result from different decision-makers to the hybrid multi-attribute with risk, an approach to group decisionmaking based on prospect theory and projection theory is proposed. Firstly, a tuple is established to record the evaluation result and the hybrid decision information. Then the element of the tuple is changed into a single triangular fuzzy number by the transformation rule. Considering the confidence degree from single decision-maker to evaluation information, the group decision information is aggregated and the weights of attributes are calculated based on the intuitionistic fuzzy set theory. The improved projection method and prospect theory are proposed to rank the alternatives respectively. Finally, an application case is given to demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
Research on multiple attribute group decision making (MAGDM) provides a solution that decision-makers can select the best one in limited alternatives. As the real application environment becomes more complex and uncertain, the hybrid MAGDM with risk is advanced. It fits varied situation with changing attributes as well as their weights, and decision-makers having bounded rationality and risk preference.
Extensive research works have done in the field of MAGDM. Many previous works focused on the incompleteness of attribute value and their weights, or the diversity of their expression form. For example, T. Y. Chen developed an interactive method for handling MAGDM, when information about attribute weight is incompletely known and the attribute values are expressed as interval type-2 trapezoidal fuzzy numbers [1] . G. W. Wei established an optimization model based on the basic ideal of traditional grey relational analysis (GRA) method to get the attribute weights when they are incompletely known [2] . Z. S. Xu and J. Chen developed an interactive method which transformed fuzzy decision matrices into their expected decision matrices, when the attributes weights are partly known [3] . Several works paid attention to the preference, incomplete information and weights of decision makers. For example, J. H. Park and II Y. Park extended the TOPSIS method to solve MAGDM problems, when all the preference information provided by the decision-makers in interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy environment [4] . B. Gülçin and Ç. Gizem took into account incomplete information of decision-makers and made a method to improve the effectiveness of the evaluation process [5] . Z. B. Wu and J. P. Xu provided the concepts of an individual consistency index and a group consensus index to aid the group consensus process while keeping an acceptable individual consistency for each decision with multiplicative preference relations [6] . Z. P. Chen and W. Yang derived the weights of decision makers by aggregating the individual intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrices into a collective intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix [7] . I. Palomares proposed a graphical monitoring tool based on self-organizing maps, that provided a 2-D graphical interface whose information is related to expert preferences and their evolution during the process of group decision making [8] .
Certainly, all kinds of operators, as the base of some approaches, are proposed in order to adapt the above different decision condition. Some classical operators include the arithmetic interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy Choquet aggregation operator [9] , the extended 2-tuple weighted geometric and the extended 2-tuple ordered weighted geometric operators [10] , the linguistic generalized power aggregation operators [11] , 2-Tuple linguistic hybrid arithmetic aggregation operators, hesitant fuzzy aggregation operators [13] , some Hamacher aggregation operators [14] , a series of intuitionistic uncertain linguistic aggregation operators [15, 16, 17, 18] , and so on.
As the decision making environment becomes more complex and more uncertain, the hybrid MAGDM with risk is advanced. It fits varied situation that the attributes and their weights change, or the decision-makers have risk preference. In recent years, many scholars, including H. K. Soung [19] , C. J. Rao [20] , F. E. Genc [21] , Guiwu Wei [22] , Peide Liu [23] [24] [25] , W. Hsu [26] , Jui-Sheng Chou [27] , have researched this kind of problem and achieved fruitful results.
The above research has a basic assumption that the decision-makers are perfect rationality and trust their assessment completely. But it is impossible, especially in the complex and uncertain environment. For example, when making a project investment decision, the decision-makers will predict or evaluate the economic benefits. Whatever the assessment result about the rate of return on investment is linguistic variable (Good), or crisp data (10%), or the interval number (from 10% to 15%), the decisionmakers can't trust the result completely because there are many uncontrolled factors. But the decision-maker can predict to what extent to trust this result. So it is necessary to explore the confidence issue about the decision-makers on assessment.
The confidence has become a hot issue in many fields, such as psychology, neurophysiology, marketing, computer science, and so on. However, very few papers have paid adequate attention to confidence in decision science. The aim of this paper is to propose a method of hybrid MAGDM with risk based on the decision-makers' confidence. So the rest of this paper is organized as follows: next section briefly introduces some basic concepts or methods related to our work. In section 3, we detail our proposed method, which considers decision-makers' confidence and bounded rationality. In section 4, an example is used to illustrate our method, and a comparative study about whether we consider the decision-makers' confidence is illustrated. The final section concludes.
PRELIMINARIES

Prospect theory
The prospect theory (PT), found and defined by Kahneman and Tversky [28] , thinks individuals' choices are uncertain at the risk-involved environment and proposes a novel behavior model in decision research. The prospect value in the PT can be calculated by the following equation:
where   i vx is the S-shape value function, it describes how individuals determine the subjective values of outcomes. It can be represented as follows:
is the probability weighting function, which define the relations between probabilities and decision weights. The most common probability weighting function is defined by Wu [29] , which is showed as following: 
where 1 2 3 ,, a a a are real numbers, and these constants reflect the fuzziness of the evaluation date. Any real number r can also be transformed triangular fuzzy number 
where
 indicates the attitude of the decision makers to the risk. 
Intuitionistic Fuzzy
The Projection Method
In the projection method, a vector represents an assessment, and it sorts them with the angles between every evaluation result and the ideal one. 
where the projection value   
Obviously, the greater the value   , Q    , , the closer the direction of the vector  to that of  . In the following, we will rank the alternative i A , considering that the decisionmakers are bounded rationality and they have incomplete confidence in their evaluation result. Our method involves the following steps:
A DECISION-MAKING METHOD CONSIDERING CONFIDENCE
Step 1. Form a decision-makers term and collect their assessment
The decision-makers term is composed of many experts in some field. They can make their evaluation based on their domain knowledge, experience and judgment. Use a tuple   , , , , are the lower and upper limits, respectively. As the increase of t in the set S , the evaluation meaning is enhancing. The uncertain linguistic term set can be transformed into triangular fuzzy number by some defined laws. For example, when 6 l  , the Tab.1 can be got. 
1 max( ), 1, 2 , ; 1, 2 , ; 
In the process of decision making, the degree of decision-makers' should be considered owing to all kinds of objective and subjective influences. So let 
Calculate and rank the relative proximity i RD , the larger the relative proximity, the better the corresponding alternative is. 
Obviously the larger the composite prospect value, the better the alternative is.
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Let us suppose there is a company, which wants to invest a project from three possible alternatives   
. The group decision-makers will find the best alternative by our method. All evaluation information is showed as following Tab.2. The evaluation information can be aggregated and normalized by the Eq. (10)~(13), the result is showed by the Tab.3. 
-.
The positive prospect matrix V  and negative prospect matrix V  of the alternatives can be obtained by Eq. (16) , the most desirable alternative is 3 A . The above two methods can gain the same conclusion. As a comparison, we still use the same two methods to analysis the above example, without considering the decision-makers' confidence. The results are shown in following table 4. Table 4 , we can know, when considering decision-makers' trust in the evaluation information, the result by the method of prospect theory and projection are both less than that of without confidence. Because when decision-makers don't consider their trust in the evaluation information, the evaluation information is complete certainty, and the evaluation results which they gain are the most perfect and ideal. But the confidence has weakened the evaluation result, which is gained under decisionmakers' entirely rationality, and even it produces a relatively large deviation. In this case, the maximum deviation which can be generated by the method of prospect theory is 06842. Meanwhile the sorted results are not entirely consistent when we compare the sorted results based on confidence with that of without confidence.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The traditional multi-attributes group decision methods fit the situation where decision-makers are perfect rationality. However, the decision-makers do not trust the evaluation information completely when they make decision in real life, which draws the concept of bounded rationality. In this paper, we focus on decision-makers' confidence in evaluation result and propose a method of hybrid multi-attribute group decision-making with risk. Firstly we transform the hybrid evaluation information into triangular fuzzy numbers, then defuzzy, aggregate and normalize them. Taking the single decision-maker's confidence into consideration, we calculate the weight of attributes based on intuitionistic fuzzy theory. We find that the weight value of same attribute may be different when the decision-makers have different confidence to evaluation result. This result accords with reality. The alternatives are ranked based on the improved projection method and prospect theory respectively. At last, a case demonstrates above two methods and proves the feasibility and effectiveness of our methods. All these have proven that considering the confidence of decision-makers is very necessary and reasonable in the process of decision making.
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